Abstract-Pointwise mutual information (PMI) is a widely used word similarity measure, but it lacks a clear explanation of how it works. We explore how PMI differs from distributional similarity, and we introduce a novel metric, PMI max , that augments PMI with information about a word's number of senses. The coefficients of PMI max are determined empirically by maximizing a utility function based on the performance of automatic thesaurus generation. We show that it outperforms traditional PMI in the application of automatic thesaurus generation and in two word similarity benchmark tasks: human similarity ratings and TOEFL synonym questions. PMI max achieves a correlation coefficient comparable to the best knowledge-based approaches on the Miller-Charles similarity rating data set.
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INTRODUCTION
W ORD similarity is a measure of how semantically similar a pair of words is, with synonyms having the highest value. It is widely used for applications in natural language processing (NLP), information retrieval (IR), and artificial intelligence, including tasks like word sense disambiguation [1] , malapropism detection [2] , paraphrase recognition [3] , image and document retrieval [4] and predicting hyperlink-following behavior [5] . There are two prevailing approaches to computing word similarity, based on either using of a thesaurus (e.g., WordNet [6] ) or statistics from a large corpus. There are also hybrid approaches [7] combining the two methods. Many wellknown word similarity measures have been based on WordNet [8] , [9] , [10] and most of semantic applications [1] , [4] , [2] rely on these taxonomy-based measures.
Organizing all words in a well-defined taxonomy and linking them together with different relations is a laborintensive task that requires significant maintenance as new words and word senses are formed. Furthermore, existing WordNet-based similarity measures typically depend heavily on "IS-A" information, which is available for nouns but incomplete for verbs and completely lacking for adjectives and adverbs. Consequently, these metrics perform poorly (with accuracy no more than 25 percent) [11] in answering Test of English as a Foreign Language (TOEFL) synonym questions [12] where the goal is selecting which of four candidate choices is most like a synonym to a given word. In contrast, some corpus-based approaches achieve much higher accuracy on the task (above 80 percent) [13] , [14] .
We expect statistical word similarity to continue to play an important role in semantic acquisition from text [9] in the future. A common immediate application is automatic thesaurus generation, in which various statistical word similarity measures [15] , [16] , [17] , [18] , [19] have been proposed. These are based on the distributional hypothesis [20] , which states that words occurring in the same contexts tend to have similar meanings. Thus, the meaning of a word can be represented by a context vector of accompanying words and their co-occurrences counts, modulated perhaps by weighting functions [18] , measured either in document context, text window context, or grammatical dependency context. The context vectors can be further transformed to a space of reduced dimension by applying singular value decomposition (SVD), yielding the familiar latent semantic analysis (LSA) technique [12] . The similarity of two words is then computed as the similarity of their context vectors, and the most common metric is the cosine of the angle between the two vectors. We will refer this kind of word similarity as distributional similarity, following convention in the research community [21] , [22] , [2] .
PMI has emerged as a popular statistical word similarity measure that is not based on the distributional hypothesis. Calculating PMI only requires simple statistics about two words: their marginal frequencies and their co-occurrence frequency in a corpus. In the ten years after PMI was introduced to statistical NLP by Church and Hanks [23] , it was mainly used for measuring word association [24] and was not thought of as a word similarity measure. Along with other statistical association measures such as the t-test, 2 -test, and likelihood ratio, PMI was commonly used for finding collocations [24] . PMI was also a popular weighting function used in computing distributional similarity measures [15] , [17] , [22] . Using PMI as a word similarity measure began with the work of Turney [25] , who developed a technique he called PMI-IR that used page counts from a web search engine to approximate frequency counts in computing PMI values for word pairs. This produced remarkably good performance in answering TOEFL synonym questions-an accuracy of 74 percent which outperformed LSA [12] , and was the best result at that time.
Turney's result was surprising because finding synonyms was a typical task for distributional similarity measures, and PMI, a word association measure, performed even better. Terra and Clarke [13] redid the TOEFL experiments for a set of the most well-known word association measures including PMI, 2 -test, likelihood ratio, and average mutual information. The experiments were based on a very large web corpus, and document and text window contexts of various sizes were investigated. They found PMI performed the best overall, and obtained an accuracy of 81.25 percent with a window size of 16 to 32 words.
PMI-IR has subsequently been used as a word similarity measure in other applications with good results. Mihalcea et al. [3] used PMI-IR, LSA, and six WordNet-based similarity measures as a submodule in computing text similarity and applying it to paraphrase recognition and found that PMI-IR slightly outperformed the others. In a task of predicting user click behavior, predicting the HTML hyperlinks that a user is most likely to select given an information goal, Kaur and Hornof [5] also showed that PMI-IR performs better than LSA and six WordNet-based measures.
Why PMI is effective as a word similarity measure is still not clear. Many researchers use Turney's good results of PMI-IR as empirical credence [13] , [26] , [3] , [5] , [27] . To explain the success of PMI, some propose the proximity hypothesis [26] , [13] noting that similar words tend to occur near each other, which is quite different from the distributional hypothesis which assumes that similar words tend to occur in similar contexts. However, to our knowledge, no further explanations have been provided in the literature.
In this paper, we offer an intuitive explanation for why PMI can be used as a word similarity measure and illustrate behavioral differences between first-order PMI similarity and second-order distributional similarity. We also provide new experiments and examples, allowing more insight into PMI similarity. Our main contribution is introducing a novel metric, PMI max , that enhances PMI to take into account the fact that words have multiple senses. The new metric is derived from the assumption that more frequent content words have more senses. We show that PMI max significantly improves the performance of PMI in the application of automatic thesaurus generation and outperforms PMI on benchmark data sets including human similarity rating data sets and TOEFL synonym questions. PMI max also has the advantage of not requiring expensive resources, such as sense-annotated corpora.
The remainder of the paper proceeds as follows: In Section 2, we discuss PMI similarity and define the PMI max metric. In Section 3, we use experiments in automatic thesaurus generation to determine the coefficients of PMI max , evaluate its performance, and examine its assumptions. Additional evaluation using benchmark data sets is presented in Section 4. Section 5 discusses potential applications of PMI max and our future work. We are particularly interested in exploiting behavioral differences between PMI similarity and distributional similarity in the application of semantic acquisition from text. Finally, we conclude the paper in Section 6.
APPROACH
We start this section by discussing why PMI can serve as a semantic similarity measure. Then, we point out a problem introduced by PMI's assumption that words only possess a single sense, and we propose a novel PMI metric to consider polysemy of words.
PMI as a Semantic Similarity Measure
Intuitively, the semantic similarity between two concepts 1 can be defined as how much commonality they share. Since there are different ways to define commonality, semantic similarity tends to be a fuzzy concept. Is soldier more similar to astronomer or to gun? If commonality is defined as purely involving IS-A relations in a taxonomy such as WordNet, then soldier would be more similar to astronomer because both are types of people. But if we base commonality on aptness to a domain, then soldier would be more similar to gun. People naturally do both types of reasoning, and to evaluate computational semantic similarity measures, the standard practice is to rely on subjective human judgments.
Many researchers think that semantic similarity ought to be based only on IS-A relations and that it represents a special case of semantic relatedness which also includes antonymy, meronymy, and other associations [2] . However, in the literature, semantic similarity also refers to the notion of belonging to the same semantic domain or topic, and is interchangeable with semantic relatedness or semantic distance [24] . In this paper, we take the more relaxed view and use two indicators to assess the goodness of a statistical word similarity measure: 1) its ability to find synonyms, and 2) how well it agrees with human similarity ratings.
We use Nida's example noted by Lin [17] to help describe why PMI can be a semantic similarity measure:
A bottle of tezgü ino is on the table. Everyone likes tezgü ino. Tezgü ino makes you drunk. We make tezgü ino out of corn.
By observing the contexts in which the concept tezgüino is used, we can infer that tezgüino is a kind of alcoholic beverage made from corn, exemplifying the idea that a concept's meaning can be characterized by its contexts. By saying a concept has a context, we mean the concept is likely to appear in the context. For example, tezgüino is likely to appear in the context of "drunk," so tezgüino has the context "drunk." We may then define concept similarity as how much their contexts overlap, as illustrated in Fig. 1 . The larger the overlap becomes, the more similar the two concepts are, and vice versa.
Two concepts are more likely to co-occur in a common, shared context and less likely in an unshared one. In a shared context, both have an increased probability of appearing but in an unshared one, as in Fig. 1 , one is more likely but the other not. Generally, for two concepts with fixed sizes, 2 the larger their context overlap is, the more cooccurrences result. In turn, the number of co-occurrences can be used to indicate the amount of common contexts between two concepts with fixed sizes.
The number of co-occurrences also depends on the sizes of the two concepts. Therefore, we need a normalized measure of co-occurrences to represent their similarity. PMI fits this role well. Equation (1) shows how to compute PMI for concepts in a sense-annotated text corpus, where f c 1 and f c 2 are the individual frequencies (counts) of the two concepts c 1 and c 2 in the corpus, and f d ðc 1 ; c 2 Þ is the cooccurrence frequency of c 1 and c 2 measured by the context window of d words and N is the total number of words in the corpus. In this paper, log always stands for natural logarithm
Traditionally, PMI is explained as the logarithmic ratio of the actual joint probability of two events to the expected joint probability if the two events were independent [23] .
Here, we interpret it from a slightly different perspective and this interpretation is used in deriving our novel PMI metric in the next section. The term f c1 Á f c2 can be interpreted as the number of all co-occurrence possibilities or combinations between c 1 and c 2 . 3 The term f d ðc 1 ; c 2 Þ gives the number of co-occurrences actually fulfilled. Thus, the ratio fdðc1;c2Þ f c 1 Áf c 2 measures the extent to which two concepts tend to co-occur. By analogy to the correlation in statistics which measures the degree that two random variables tend to coincrease/decrease, PMI measures the likelihood that two concepts tend to co-occur versus occurring alone. In this sense, we say that PMI computes the correlation between the concepts c 1 and c 2 . We also refer to the semantic similarity that PMI represents as correlation similarity.
Because a concept has the largest context overlap with itself, a concept has the largest chance to co-occur with itself. In other words, a concept has the strongest correlation with itself (autocorrelation). Autocorrelation is closely related to word burstiness, a phenomenon that words tend to appear in bursts. If the "one sense per discourse" hypothesis [28] is applied, word burstiness would be essentially the same as concept burstiness. Thus, word burstiness is a reflection of the autocorrelation of concepts.
It is interesting that synonym correlation derives from the autocorrelation of concepts. If identical concepts happen within a distance as short as a few sentences, writers often prefer using synonyms to avoid excessive lexical repetition. The probability of substituting synonyms depends on the nature of the concept as well as the writer's literary style. In our observations, synonym correlation often has a value very close to autocorrelation for verb, adjective, and adverb concepts, but a value a little bit lower for nominal concepts. One reason may be the ability to use a pronoun as an alternative to a synonym in English. Although verbs, adjectives, and adverbs also have pronominal forms, they are less powerful than pronouns and used less frequently.
PMI similarity is related to distributional similarity in that both are context-based similarity measures. However, they use contexts differently which results in different behaviors. First, the PMI similarity between two concepts is determined by how much their contexts overlap, while distributional similarity depends on the extent that two concepts have similar context distributions. For example, garage has a very high PMI similarity with car because garage rarely occurs in contexts which are not subsumed by the contexts of car. However, distributional similarity typically does not consider garage to be very similar to car because the context distributions of garage and car vary considerably. While one might expect all words related by a PART-OF relation to have high PMI similarity, this is not the case. Second, for two given concepts, distributional similarity obtains collective contextual information for each concept and computes how similar their context vectors are. For distributional similarity, it does not require the concepts to co-occur in the same contexts to be similar. In contrast, PMI similarity emphasizes the propensity for two concepts to cooccur in the exactly same contexts. For example, the distributional similar concepts for car may include not only automobile, truck, and train, but also boat, ship, carriage, and chariot. This shows the ability of distributional similarity to find "indirect" similarity. However, a problem with distributional similarity is that it cannot distinguish them and separate them into three categories: "land vehicle," "water vehicle," and "archaic vehicle." On the other hand, the PMIsimilar concepts for car do not contain boat or carriage because they do not co-occur with car in the same contexts frequently enough.
These differences suggest that PMI similarity should be a valuable complement to distributional similarity. Although the idea that PMI can complement distributional similarity is not new, current techniques [29] , [27] have used them as separate features in statistical models and do not exploit how that they differ. In Section 5, we will show through examples that we can support interesting applications by exploiting their behavioral differences.
Augmenting PMI to Account for Polysemy
Since it is very expensive to produce a large sense-tagged corpus, statistical semantic similarity measures are often computed based on words rather than word senses [2] . However, when PMI is applied to measure correlation between words, 4 it has a problem because it assumes that 2. The size of a concept refers to the frequency count of the concept in a corpus.
3. The requirement for multiplication rather than addition can be easily understood by an example: if one individual frequency increased twofold, all co-occurrence possibilities would be doubled rather than increased by the individual frequency.
4. The same formula as in (1) is used, except that senses are replaced by words. words only have a single sense. Consider "make" and "earn" as an example. "Make" has many senses, only one of which is synonymous with "earn," and so it is inappropriate to divide by the whole frequency of "make" in computing the PMI correlation similarity between "make" and "earn," since only a fraction of "make" occurrences have the same meaning of "earn."
PMI has a well-known problem that it tends to overemphasize the association of low frequency words [30] , [31] , [32] . We conjecture that the fact that more frequent content words tend to have more senses, as shown in Fig. 4 , is an important cause for PMI's frequency bias. More frequent words are disadvantaged in producing high PMI value because they tend to have more unrelated or less related senses and thereby bear an extra burden by including the frequencies of these senses in their marginal counts. We should distinguish this cause from the one described by Dunning [33] that the normality assumption breaks down on rare words, which can be ruled out by using a minimum frequency threshold.
Although it can be difficult to determine which sense of a word is being used, this does not prevent us from making a more accurate assumption than the "single sense" assumption. We will demonstrate a significant improvement over traditional PMI by merely assuming that more frequent content words have a greater number of senses.
We start by modeling the number of the senses of an open-class word (i.e., noun, verb, adjective, or adverb) as a power function of the log frequency of the word with a horizontal translation q. More specifically,
where f w and y w are the frequency (count) of the word w and its number of senses, respectively; a, p, and q are three coefficients needed to resolve. The displacement q is necessary because f w is not a normalized measure of the word w and varies on the size of the selected corpus. We require ðlogðf w Þ þ q > 0Þ to only take the strict monotone increasing part of the power function. The power function assumption is based on observing the graphs in Fig. 4 , which show the dependence between a word's log frequency in a large corpus (e.g., two billion words) and its number of senses obtained from WordNet. This relationship, though simple, is better modeled using a power function rather than a linear one. We next estimate a word pair's PMI value between their closest senses using two assumptions. Given a word pair, it is hard to know the proportions at which the closest senses are engaged in their own words. Since it can be either a major or minor sense, we simply assume the average proportion 1 y w . Consequently, the frequency of a word used as the sense most correlated with a sense in the other word is estimated as f w yw . The co-occurrence frequency between a word pair w 1 and w 2 , represented by f d ðw 1 ; w 2 Þ, is also larger than the cooccurrence frequency between the two particular senses of w 1 and w 2 . To estimate the co-occurrence frequency between the two senses, we assume that w 1 and w 2 have strongest correlation only on the two particular senses and otherwise normal correlation. Normal correlation is the expected correlation between common English words and we denote it using PMI value k.
5 Therefore, the cooccurrence frequency between the two particular senses of w 1 and w 2 can be estimated by subtracting the cooccurrence frequency contributed by other combinations of senses, denoted by x, from the total co-occurrence frequency between the two words. More specifically,
where x is computed using the definition of PMI by solving
Equation (3) amounts to asking the question-with a correlation degree of k, how many co-occurrences are expected among the remaining co-occurrence possibilities resulted by excluding the possibilities between the two senses of interest from the total possibilities. Finally, the modified PMI, called PMI max , between the two words w 1 and w 2 is given in
PMI max estimates the maximum correlation between two words, i.e., the correlation between their closest senses. In circumstances where we cannot know the particular senses used, it is reasonable to take the maximum similarity among all possible sense pairs as a measure of word similarity. For example, when sense information is unavailable, the shortest path assumption is often taken to compute word similarity in the WordNet-based measures. While the assumptions made in deriving the PMI max may appear naive, we will demonstrate their effectiveness in later sections. More sophisticated models may lead to better results and we plan to explore this in future work.
EXPERIMENTS
In this section, we determine values for the coefficients used in PMI max by selecting ones that maximize performance in automatic thesaurus generation, where the core task is to find synonyms for a target word. Synonyms can be synonymous to the target word in their major or minor senses, and synonyms with more senses tend to be more difficult to find because they have relatively less semantic overlap with the target. Because more frequent words tend to have more senses, the synonyms underweighted by PMI are often those with high frequency. We hope PMI max can fix or alleviate this problem and find synonyms without a frequency bias. Since word similarity is usually measured within the same part of speech (POS) (e.g., in [8] , [9] , [10] ), we learn different coefficient sets for nouns, verbs, adjectives, and adverbs. We further examine the learned relations between the frequency of a word with a particular POS and its number of senses within the POS (i.e., (2)) using knowledge from WordNet.
This section also serves as an evaluation of PMI max on the task of automatic thesaurus generation. We start by describing our corpus, evaluation methodology, and the gold standard. Next we present and analyze the performance of basic PMI, PMI max , and a state-of-the-art distributional similarity measure.
Corpus Selection
To learn coefficients, we prefer a balanced collection of carefully written and edited text. Since PMI is sensitive to noise and sparse data, a large corpus is required. The British National Corpus (BNC) is one of the most widely used corpora in text mining with more than 100 million words. Though large enough for distributional similarity-based approaches, it is not of sufficient size for PMI.
Given these considerations, we selected the Project Gutenberg [34] English eBooks as our corpus. It comprises more than 27,000 free eBooks, many of which are well known. A disadvantage of the collection is its age-most of the texts were written more than 80 years ago. Consequently, many new terms (e.g., "software," "Linux") are absent. We processed the texts to remove copyright statements and excluded books that are repetitions of similar entries (e.g., successive editions of the CIA World Factbook) or are themselves a thesaurus (e.g., Roget's Thesaurus, 1911). We further removed unknown thesaurus-like data in the corpus with a classifier using a simple threshold based on the percent of punctuation characters. This simple approach is effective in identifying thesaurus-like data, which typically consists of sequences of single words separated by commas or semicolons. Last, we performed POS tagging and lemmatization on the entire corpus using the Stanford POS tagger [35] . Our final corpus contains roughly two billion words, almost 20 times as large as the BNC corpus.
Evaluation Methodology
Various methods for evaluating automatically generated thesauri have been used in previous research. Some evaluate their results directly using subjective human judgments [15] , [36] and others indirectly by measuring the impact on task performance [37] .
Some direct and objective evaluation methodologies have also been proposed. The simplest is to directly compare the automatically and manually generated thesauri [16] . However, a problem arises in that current methods do not directly supply synonyms but rather lists of candidate words ranked by their similarity to the target. To enable automatic comparison, Lin [17] proposed first defining word similarity measures for handcrafted thesauri and then transforming them into the same format as the automatically generated thesaurus-a vector of words weighted by their similarities to the target. Finally, cosine similarity is computed between the vectors from machine generated and handcrafted thesauri. However, it is unclear if such transformation is a good idea since it adds to the gold standard a large number of words that are not synonyms but related words, a deviation from the original goal of automatic thesaurus generation.
We chose a more intuitive and straightforward evaluation methodology. We use the recall levels in six different top n lists to show how high the synonyms of the head word in an entry in the "gold standard" occur in the automatically generated candidate list. The selected values for n are 10, 25, 50, 100, 200, and 500. A key application for automated thesaurus induction is to assist lexicographers in identifying synonyms, and we feel that a list of 500 candidates is the largest set that would be practical. We considered using Roget's Thesaurus or WordNet as the gold standard but elected not to use either. Roget's categories are organized by topic and include many related words that are not synonyms. WordNet, in contrast, has very fine-grained sense definitions for its synonyms, so relatively few synonyms can be harvested without exploiting hypernyms, hyponyms, and cohyponyms. Moreover, we wanted a gold standard thesaurus that is contemporaneous with our collection.
We chose Putnam's Word Book [38] as our gold standard. It contains more than 10,000 entries, each consisting of a head word, its part of speech, all its synonyms, and sometimes a few antonyms. The different senses (very coarse in general) of the head word are separated by semicolons, and within each sense the synonyms are separated by commas, as in the following example.
quicken, v. revive, resuscitate, animate; excite, stimulate, incite; accelerate, expedite, hasten, advance, facilitate, further While the coverage of Putnam's Word Book synonyms is not complete, it is extensive, so that our recall metric should be close to the true recall. On the other hand, measuring true precision is difficult since the top n lists can contain proper synonyms which are not included by Putnam. The different top n lists will give us a rough idea about how "precision" varies with the recall. In addition, we supply another measure-the average rank over all the synonyms contained by a top n list. We give an example below to show how to compute the recall measures and average ranks. The top 50 candidates computed using basic PMI for the verb "quicken" are exhilarate, invigorate, energize, regenerate, alert, pulse, slacken, accelerate, deaden, begrudge, husk, recreate, cluck, constrict, stimulate, intensify, career, stagnate, lag, throb, toughen, whinny, enliven, resuscitate, retard, broaden, rejuvenate, rebuff, lather, sharpen, plummet, pulsate, nerve, dull, miscalculate, weld, sicken, infuse, shrill, blunt, heighten, distance, deepen, neigh, near, kindle, rouge, freshen, amplify, hearten Only three synonyms for the verb "quicken" in the gold standard appear among the top 50 candidates: "accelerate," "stimulate," and "resuscitate" with ranks 8, 15, and 24. Thus, the recall values for top 10, top 25, and top 50 lists are 1/12, 3/12, and 3/12, respectively (12 is the total number of synonyms for the verb "quicken" in our gold standard). The average ranks for top 10, top 25, and top 50 lists are 8, 15.67, and 15.67, respectively.
We initially process Putnam's Word Book to filter out entries whose head words have a frequency less than 10,000 in the Gutenberg corpus and further eliminate words with frequency less than 700 in the synonym lists of the remaining head words. In our experiment, we observed that many synonyms have PMI values slightly above 7.0 (see Table 10 ). Using the thresholds 10,000 and 700 enables them to co-occur at least four or five times, which is typically required to ensure PMI, a statistical approach, works reasonably [23] . In addition, multiwords terms and antonyms were removed.
Words can have multiple senses and many synonyms are not completely synonymous but overlap in particular senses. We would like to evaluate PMI's performance in finding synonyms with different degrees of overlap. To enable this kind of evaluation, we tested using three scenarios: 1) all entries; 2) entries with a unique sense; and 3) entries with a unique sense and only using the first synonym. 6 Our rationale is that the single sense words should have a greater semantic overlap with their synonyms and moreover the largest semantic overlap with their first synonyms. Although we require the head words to have a unique sense, their synonyms may still be polysemous. Table 1 shows the number of entries and synonym pairs in three scenarios with different part of speech tags.
Performance of Basic PMI
In our basic PMI algorithm, word co-occurrences 7 are counted in a moving window of a fixed size that scans the entire corpus. To select the optimal window size for the basic PMI metric, we experimented with 14 sizes, starting at AE5 and ending at AE70 with a step of five words. Windows were not allowed to cross a paragraph boundary and we used a stopword list consisting of only the three articles "a," "an," and "the."
We found that performance initially improves as the window size increases. However, the performance enters a plateau when the window size reaches AE40, a window that corresponds to about four lines of text in a typically formatted book. We note that our optimal window size is slightly larger than the 16-32 size obtained by Terra and Clarke [13] . Data sparseness may account for the difference because Terra and Clarke used a much larger corpus (53 billion words) and therefore data sparseness was less severe in their case. The six recall levels of basic PMI and their average for the context window of AE40 words are shown in Table 2 . The average ranks are presented in Fig. 2 for the four POS categories. Six markers on each line correspond to six top n lists. The x and y coordinates of a marker are the recall level and the average rank for the corresponding list. The average ranks for unique sense scenario are omitted due to space limitations. Note that in populating the ranked candidate list, we rule out the words whose frequency is under 700. This is consistent with the preprocessing we did for the gold standard.
The table and figures show that the "first synonym" category has better performance than the "unique sense" one, which is again better than the "all entries" category. We conclude that the synonyms with more semantic overlap have stronger correlation as measured by basic PMI. Among all POS tags, adverbs have the best performance, followed by 6. We exclude the entries whose first synonyms have a frequency less than 700.
7. Our word co-occurrence matrix is based on a predefined vocabulary of more than 22,000 common English words and its final dimensions are 26,000 Â 26,000 when words are POS tagged.
adjectives and verbs, with nouns exhibiting the worst performance.
PMI max Coefficient Tuning and Performance
A number of coefficients must be determined for PMI max . We find their optimal values by maximizing a utility function based on the performance of automatic thesaurus generation. The utility function is defined as the average of the recall levels in the six different top n lists. The intuitive basis behind this is to improve recall in the six lists while giving emphasis to smaller lists since each list subsumes all its smaller sized lists. Increasing recall in a fixed top n list typically results in the improvement of precision in the list. Therefore, this utility function measures precision as well. To see why, suppose our gold standard supplies the complete set of synonyms for a target word. Then, the ratio between the recall and the precision in a fixed top n list is a constant. Though not complete, our gold standard can be thought as supplying a random sample of synonyms. Thus, the recall in a top n list can be used to estimate the true recall and thereby the constant ratio property should hold.
We use a constrained brute force search to maximize the utility function. The PMI max coefficients (a, p, q, and k) form a 4D search space that is computationally expensive to search. By averaging the number of senses extracted from WordNet over nouns, verbs, adjectives, and adverbs with frequency around the minimum threshold (i.e., 700), respectively, we found that their mean values all fall into the range between one and two. So, we make a simplifying assumption that words with frequency of 700 in our corpus have just one sense, reducing the search space to three dimensions. With this assumption, we can solve the coefficients a to be 8 into two equal-size data sets, resulting in three pairs of data sets for noun, verb, and adjective and one single data set for adverb. We then carried out 3,927 experiments on each data set separately, iterating and testing all the entries, and computing recall values for the six top n lists averaging over all entries, and finally calculating the utility function. All computations were based on the words co-occurrence matrix generated using the moving window of AE40 words. The optimal coefficients are shown in Table 5 . For nouns and verbs, the optimal coefficients on the two data sets are the same. In the case of adjectives, although the optimal coefficients are different, their curves generated by (5) are close, which is illustrated in the adjective graph in Fig. 4 . The strong agreement on the pairs of data sets is not accidental. By sorting the 3,927 solutions using their utility values, we find that the higher a solution appears, the closer its curve is to the optimal solution's curve. In other words, the curves tend to converge to the optimal one as their utilities increase. Note that two combinations of p and q, though may vary dramatically in individual p and q values, can yield close curves, as shown in the adjective graph in Fig. 4 .
With our experimental settings, PMI values as the Ks in Table 5 indicate a correlation which is close to "normal correlation" for their particular POS. If we compute PMI values for all possible word pairs (within the same POS) satisfying our filtering criteria and use them to draw a histogram, we observe a familiar bell distribution. "Normal correlation" is the center of the distribution. Note that according to the (4), these Ks impose a lower bound on what PMI max can compute. In many applications, these lower bounds would not cause a problem because people are typically interested in correlations which are stronger than "normal correlation." For example, as illustrated in Table 10 for human similarity ratings, noun pairs holding PMI value around 3.4 would be judged as having no or very low similarity.
The performance of automatic thesaurus generation using twofold cross validation is shown in Table 3 and Fig. 2 . Although the coefficients are learned from the "all entries" scenario, the same coefficients are applied to generate the results for the "unique sense" and "first synonym" scenarios. As Table 3 shows, the recall values enjoy significant improvements over basic PMI for all of the scenarios, POS tags, and top n lists. Some recall values, for example, verbs in top 10 list as "first synonym," received a 50 percent increase. The improvements on all the recall values are statistically significant (p < 0:001 two-tailed paired t-test). Regarding average rank, the comparison should be based on the same recall level instead of the same top n list. This is because a list with larger recall may contain more synonyms with bigger ranks and therefore draw down the average rank. Fig. 2 clearly shows that, at the same recall level, average ranks for PMI max get acrossthe-board improvements upon basic PMI. Compare PMI max 's top 50 candidates for the verb "quicken" to those shown for PMI in Section 3.2.
slacken, stimulate, invigorate, regenerate, throb, accelerate, intensify, exhilarate, kindle, deepen, deaden, sharpen, retard, enliven, near, awaken, revive, thrill, heighten, overtake, pulse, broaden, stir, lag, sicken, infuse, expand, slow, brighten, dilate, strengthen, dull, purify, refresh, hasten, begrudge, spur, trot, career, nerve, freshen, hurry, blunt, sanctify, warm, cluck, inspire, lengthen, speed, impart For this example, four synonyms for the word "quicken" appear in the top 50 candidate list and are marked as bold. Their ranks are 2, 6, 17, and 35, so the recall values for top 10, 25, and 50 lists are 2/12, 3/12, and 4/12, respectively. The average ranks for top 10, 25, and 50 lists are 4, 8.3, and 15. These numbers all improve upon the numbers using basic PMI. High frequency verbs like "spur," "hurry," and "speed," which are not shown by basic PMI, also enter the ranking. Fig. 3 shows additional examples of synonym lists produced by PMI and PMI max , displaying a word and its top 50 most similar words for each syntactic category. Words presented in both lists are marked as italic. The examples show that synonyms are generally ranked at the top places by both methods. However, antonyms can have rankings as high as synonyms because antonyms (e.g., "twist" and "straighten") have many contexts in common and a single negation may reverse their meaning to one another. Among all POS examples, the noun "car" exhibits the worse performance. Nevertheless, synonyms and similar concepts for "car," such as "automobile," "limousine," and "truck" still show up in the top 50 lists of both PMI and PMI max . The very top places of "chauffeur," "garage," and "headlight" suggest that both measures highly rank a special kind of relation: nouns that are formed specifically for use in relation to the target noun. In the definitions of these nouns, the target noun is typically used. For example, "chauffeur" is defined in WordNet as "a man paid to drive a privately owned car." The advantage of these nouns in computing PMI similarity comes from the fact that they seldom have their own contexts which are not subsumed by the contexts of the target noun. PMI similarity is context based, which means that the similarity is not solely relied on "IS-A" relation but an overall effect of all kinds of relations embodied by the contexts in a corpus. The examples show that PMI and PMI max capture almost the same kind of semantic relations and many of the words in their top 50 lists are the same. Their key difference is how they rank low-frequency and high-frequency words. PMI is predisposed toward low-frequency words and PMI max alleviates this bias. For example, the topmost candidates for "twist," "ridiculous," and "commonly" produced by PMI are "contort," "nonsensical," and "supposedly," respectively, which are less common than the corresponding words generated by PMI max , "writhe", "absurd," and "generally," although they have close meanings. The overall adjustment made by PMI max is that low-frequency words move down the list and high-frequency words move up with the constraint that more similar words are still ranked higher. Low-frequency words at the top of the PMI list are often good synonyms. Though moved down, they typically remain in the PMI max list. Low-frequency words which are more lowly ranked tend to be not very similar to the target; in the PMI max list, they are replaced with higher frequency words.
In the example of "twist," high-frequency words (e.g., "round," "wind," "spin," "fasten," "jerk," "weave," "curve," "double" and "bend") move in the list to replace lowfrequency words including noisy words (e.g., "blotch" and "lacquer"), less similar words (e.g., "groove" and "lunge"), and less commonly used similar words (e.g., "flex" and "crochet"). In the example of "car," two important similar words "vehicle" and "wheel" appear in the PMI max list after the adjustment.
Because PMI max estimates semantic similarity between the closest senses of two words, it has an advantage over PMI in discovering polysemous synonyms or similar words. As examples, "double" has a sense of bend and PMI max find it similar to "twist"; "platform" can mean vehicle carrying weapons and PMI max find it similar to "car"; "pathetic" has a sense of inspiring scornful pity and PMI max find it similar to "ridiculous".
The frequency counts of the verb "double," noun "platform," and adjective "pathetic" in our Gutenberg corpus are 32,385, 60,114, and 28,202 and their assumed senses (according to (5) and Table 5 ) are 6.5, 4.5, and 6.0, respectively. They are ranked at 106th, 64th, and 108th places in their PMI lists. They are able to move up in the PMI max lists because they have more assumed senses than many words in the PMI lists. Here, we zoom in on a concrete example that compares a moving-out word "blotch" to a moving-in word "double." "Blotch" has a frequency count 1,149 and co-occurs with "twist" 18 times, producing a PMI value 6.35. "Double" has a lower PMI value, 5.98, and co-occurs with "twist" 349 times. However, since "blotch" only has 1.5 assumed senses its PMI max value is 8.71, which is smaller than the PMI max value between "double" and "twist," 9.75.
The PMI max list for the adverb "commonly" has some words that are often seen in a stopwords list, such as "more," "less," "hence," "also," "either," "very," and "however." These words have very high frequencies but few senses. PMI max erroneously judges them similar to "commonly" because their high frequency mistakenly suggests many senses.
Comparison to Distributional Similarity
To demonstrate the efficacy of PMI max in automatic thesaurus generation, we compare it with a state-of-the-art distributional similarity measure proposed by Bullinaria and Levy [14] . Their method achieved the best performance after a series of work on distributional similarity from their group [39] , [40] , [41] . The method is named Positive PMI components and Cosine distances (PPMIC) because it uses positive pointwise mutual information to weight the components in the context vectors and standard cosine to measure similarity between vectors. Bullinaria and Levy demonstrated that PPMIC was remarkably effective on a range of semantic and syntactic tasks, achieving, for example, an accuracy of 85 percent on TOEFL synonym test using the BNC corpus. Using PMI as the weighting function, and cosine as the similarity function is a popular choice for measuring distributional similarity [30] . What makes PPMIC different is a minimal context window size (AE1 word window) and the use of a high-dimension context vector that does not remove of low-frequency components. Bullinaria and Levy found that these uncommon settings are essential to make PPMIC work extremely well, though they are not generally good choices for other similarity measures.
Our PPMIC implementation differs from Bullinaria and Levy's in using lemmatized and POS-tagged words (noun, verb, adjectives, and adverbs) rather than unprocessed words as vector dimension. This variation is simply due to convenience of reusing what we already have. We tested our implementation of PPMIC on TOEFL synonym test and obtained a score of 80 percent. The slightly lower performance may result from the variation we made or the use of the outdated Gutenberg corpus to answer questions about modern English. Nevertheless, 80 percent is a very good score on TOEFL synonym test. As an example, Bullinaria and Levy's previous best result, before inventing PPMIC, was 75 percent [41] .
The performance of PPMIC in the automatic thesaurus generation is shown in Table 4 and Fig. 2 . As we did for PMI and PMI max , we exclude words with frequency less than 700 or with different POS from the target word in the candidate list. Unlike PMI and PMI max , PPMIC has very good performance on nouns, which is even slightly better than verbs and adjectives. Unsurprisingly, PPMIC outperforms PMI on almost all the recall values and average ranks. The improvements on the recall values are statistically significant (p < 0:001 two-tailed paired t-test). When comparing with PMI max , PPMIC has obvious advantage on nouns but just competing performance on other POS categories. Although PPMIC leads PMI max on recall values for the small top n lists, such as top-10, PMI max can generally catch up quickly and outrun PPMIC for the subsequent longer lists. The same trend can also be observed on average ranks depicted in Fig. 2 . When considering all the recall values in Tables 3 and 4 , PMI max has a significantly better performance than PPMIC (p < 0:01 two-tailed paired t-test). Compared with PMI max , PPMIC seems to be able to rank a portion of synonyms very highly but it fails to give high scores to the remaining synonyms.
Mean Average Precision (MAP) Evaluation
Mean Average Precision is a common measure used to evaluate systems in information retrieval tasks. Automatic thesaurus generation can be evaluated as an IR task if we make an analogy between an IR query and the need to identify synonyms for a target word (in this analogy, correct synonyms are the relevant documents). We compare PMI, PMI max , and PPMIC using MAP in Table 6 . PMI max is significantly better than PMI (p < 0:01 two-tailed paired ttest). PPMIC numerically outperforms PMI max but the improvements are not statistically significant (p > 0:05 two-tailed paired t-test). A higher average precision does not necessarily entail a lower average rank. For example, suppose system A ranks three synonyms of a target word at 1st, 9th, and 10th places and system B ranks them at third, fifth, and sixth places. A's average precision of 0.51 is higher than B's 0.41, but B's average rank is 4.67, which is smaller than A's, 6.67.
PPMIC's higher MAP value results from its much better performance in placing synonyms at the very top ranks. The top-1 precision of PMI, PMI max , and PPMIC are supplied in Table 7 . PPMIC has excellent precision, considering our gold standard only provides a subset of synonyms. However, Tables 6 and 7 again imply that PPMIC's performance degrades faster than that of PMI max in finding more synonyms. Typically lexicographers desire high recall, therefore, the higher MAP scores for PPMIC do not necessarily make it a more compelling approach for lexicography than PMI max .
Examining the Assumptions in PMI max
The key assumption made for PMI max is found in (5). In Section 3.4, we determined coefficients by maximizing the performance of PMI max for automatic thesaurus generation. Note that the function is learned using an automated statistical approach. We will examine this function by comparing it with knowledge from human judgments extracted from WordNet.
Since we learned a different combination of coefficients for each POS category, we examine them separately. For each POS-tagged word with frequency above 700 in our corpus, we get its number of senses within its POS from WordNet and group them into noun, verb, adjective, and adverb categories, resulting in 8,467 nouns, 3,705 verbs, 3,763 adjectives, and 1,095 adverbs. We generated four scatter plots using the natural logarithm of the frequency of a POS-tagged word as x-axis and its number of senses as y-axis. Matlab's nonlinear least squares problem solver (LSQCURVEFIT) was used to find coefficients p, q that best fit (5) to the scatter plots, producing the results in Fig. 4 . For nouns, the automatically learned function is almost identical to the best fit function and for verbs they are quite close. For adjectives and adverbs, both the learned functions have steeper slope than the corresponding best fit functions. The noun class probably enjoys the best match because the assumptions used in deriving PMI max work best for nouns and worst for adjectives and adverbs.
The closeness between the learned functions and the best fit functions suggests that fitting (5) could be an alternative way to determine the coefficients of PMI max . To see how this approach performs, we also give its recall values in the six top n lists for the "all entries" scenario in Table 8 . Nouns and verbs have almost the same performance as in Table 3 . Even adjectives and adverbs have close performance to their counterparts in Table 3 . It shows that for adjectives and adverbs, most of the performance gain is achieved by changing the horizontal line y ¼ 1 (i.e., the "single sense" assumption) to the places of the best fit functions.
In deriving PMI max in Section 2.2, we implicitly assumed that different senses of a word are not similar. However, it has been argued that WordNet's senses are too fine grained [42] , that is, different WordNet senses of the same word can be similar or highly correlated. According to this, the learned functions should have a lower slope than the best fit functions, which is inconsistent with our results. This is probably because our frequency-sense model is too simple and something is not very accurately modeled. Another possibility is that some other factors, which are irrelevant to senses, also contribute to the frequency bias of PMI. To counteract that part of bias, PMI max could yield a steeper slope than what word polysemy requires. Other causes may possibly exist, such as different sets of words used in the automatic thesaurus generation experiment and in creating the plots, or missing senses in WordNet.
Low-Frequency Words Evaluation
We learned coefficients for PMI max using the occurrence frequency thresholds 10,000 and 700 for target words and their synonyms. Now, we would like to check if PMI max learned in this way could produce consistently better results than PMI for low-frequency target words. To this end, we extracted Putnam entries whose head words have a frequency between 700 and 2,000, obtaining 238, 103, and 155 entries and 598, 282, and 449 synonym pairs for nouns, verbs, and adjectives, respectively. The recall values at six top n lists ("all entries" scenario) for PMI, PMI max , and PPMIC are shown in Table 9 . Interestingly, PPMIC's performance for low-frequency words is even better than its performance for high-frequency words, as compared to Table 4 . More data typically lead to more accurate results in statistical approaches. PPMIC's unusual result implies that its performance is also affected by the degree of word polysemy. The case of low-frequency words is easier for PPMIC because they only have a few senses.
On the contrary, PMI and PMI max have degraded performances compared to Tables 2 and 3 due to insufficient data for them to work reasonably. In our experiment, the expected co-occurrence between two strong synonyms (PMI value 8.0) with the frequencies 700 and 1,000 is only 1. Thus, many low-frequency synonyms lack even a single cooccurrence with their targets while many noisy, lowfrequency words are ranked at top places by chance. PMI max produces consistently better results than PMI (p < 0:001 two-tailed paired t-test) but the improvement rate is generally lowered, especially for large top n lists. We see three reasons for this: some low-frequency synonyms cannot be found regardless of the length of the ranked list because they have no co-occurrences with the target, PMI max ranks noisy words downward but does not remove them in the relatively long lists, and the coefficients are not optimized for low-frequency target words.
BENCHMARK EVALUATION
In the preceding section, we demonstrated the effectiveness of PMI max for automatic thesaurus generation. In this TABLE 9 Recall for Low-Frequency Words section, we will evaluate PMI max , tuned for the automatic thesaurus generation task, on common benchmark data sets including the Miller-Charles (MC) data set [46] and the TOEFL synonym test [25] , allowing us to compare our results with previous systems. In these data sets, there are words which occur less often in the Gutenberg corpus than our frequency cutoff of 700. For these words, we assume a single sense and apply (4) to compute PMI max .
Human Similarity Ratings
The widely used MC data set [8] , [10] , [9] , [43] , [22] , [44] , [45] consists of 30 pairs of nouns rated by a group of 38 human subjects. Each subject rates "similarity of meaning" for each pair on a scale from 0 (no similarity) to 4 (perfect synonymy). The mean of the individual ratings for each pair is used as its semantic similarity. The MC data set was taken from Rubenstein-Goodenough's (RG) [47] original data for 65 word pairs by selecting ten pairs of high, intermediate, and low levels of similarity respectively. Although the MC experiment was performed 25 years after Rubenstein-Goodenough's, the Pearson correlation coefficient between the ratings is 0.97. Four years later, the same experiment was replicated again by Resnik [8] with 10 subjects. Their mean ratings also had a very high correlation coefficient of 0.96. Resnik also showed that the individual ratings in his experiment have an average correlation coefficient 0.8848 with the MC mean ratings.
Due to the absence of the word "woodland" in earlier versions of WordNet, only 28 pairs are actually adopted by most researchers. Our PMI implementation has a similar problem in that "implement" has very low frequency (117) in the Gutenberg corpus so that there are no co-occurrences for "implement" and "crane." Since their PMI value is undefined, only 29 pairs can be used for our experiment. For these, the correlation coefficient between the MC and PMI ratings is 0.794, and for MC and PMI max is 0.852. However, in order to compare with other people's results, it is necessary to have an equal setting. Fortunately, the published papers of most previous researchers included lists of ratings for each pair, allowing the comparison of our work over 27 pairs as shown in Table 10 .
The six previous measures in Table 10 give the best results that we can find in the literature on the MC data set. Among them, Resnik [8] , Jiang and Conrath [10] , Lin [9] , and Li et al. [43] gave WordNet-based approaches while CODC [44] and WebSVM [45] are web based, making use of page counts and snippets. PMI max is the first corpus-based approach that enters the same performance level as other best approaches with a score 0.856, a 7.5 percent improvement over basic PMI. Although even basic PMI has a decent performance 0.796, PPMIC only obtains a correlation 0.654 which does not match its performance in automatic thesaurus generation or TOEFL synonym test. However, this is not new. In an intensive study of distributional similarity, Weeds [22] applied 10 different distributional measures, based on the BNC corpus, to the MC data set with a top correlation coefficient of 0.62. The value of distributional similarity appears to vary significantly with the target words selected. Although it can generate a properly ranked candidate list, the absolute similarity value is not consistent across different target words selected. We compare PMI max with basic PMI on two other standard data sets: Rubenstein-Goodenough [47] and WordSim353 [48] . Among 65 word pairs in the RG data set, we removed five with undefined PMI and PMI max values, and performed the experiment on the rest. WordSim353 contains 353 word pairs, each of which is scored by 13 to 16 human subjects on a scale from 0 to 10. We removed proper nouns, such as "FBI" and "Arafat," because they are not supported by our current implementation of PMI and PMI max . We also imposed a minimum frequency threshold of 200 to WordSim353 because it contains many modern words such as "seafood" and "Internet" which occur infrequently in our corpus. Choosing 200 as the threshold is a compromise between keeping most of the word pairs available and making PMI and PMI max perform reliably. After all the preprocessing, 289 word pairs remains. The comparison results of PMI, PMI max , and PPMIC on the two data sets along with the MC data set are shown in Table 11 . Both the Pearson correlation and Spearman rank correlation coefficients are investigated.
While PMI max 's Pearson correlation on the RG data set is lower than its on the MC data set, its Spearman rank correlation on the RG data set is higher. WordSim353 is a more challenging data set than MC and RG. Our results, though lower than those on MC and RG, are still very good [48] . The improvements of PMI max over basic PMI using either Pearson correlation or Spearman rank correlation are all statistically significant (p < 0:05 with two-tailed paired ttest). Both PMI and PMI max have a consistently higher performance than PPMIC on the three data sets.
TOEFL Synonym Questions
Eighty synonym questions were taken from the Test of English as a Foreign Language. Each is a multiple choice synonym judgment, where the task is to select from four candidates the one having the closest meaning to the question word. Accuracy, which is the percentage of correctly answered questions, is used to evaluate performance. The average score of foreign students applying to US colleges from non-English speaking countries was 64.5 percent [12] .
This TOEFL synonym data set is widely used as a benchmark for comparing the performance of computational similarity measures [12] , [25] , [41] , [13] , [49] , [21] , [14] . Currently, the best results from corpus-based approaches are achieved by LSA [49] , PPMIC [14] , and PMI-IR [13] , with scores of 92, 85, and 81.25 percent, respectively.
Since the words used in our implementations of PMI, PMI max , and PPMIC are POS tagged, we first assign a POS tag to each TOEFL synonym question by choosing the common POS of the question and candidate words. The results on the TOEFL synonym test for PMI, PMI max , and PPMIC are 72.5, 76.25, and 80 percent, respectively. Although the Gutenberg corpus has two billion words, it is still small compared with web collections used by PMI-IR. Thus, unlike PMI-IR, data sparseness is still a problem limiting the performance of PMI max . For example, there are three "no answer" questions 9 for which the question word has no co-occurrence with any of four candidate words. It is known that TOEFL synonym questions contain some infrequently used words [14] . In addition, some TOEFL words common in modern English, such as "highlight" and "outstanding," were uncommon at the time of Gutenberg corpus. A total of 76.25 percent is an encouraging result because it demonstrates that PMI max need not rely on search engines to be effective in a difficult semantic task like the TOEFL synonym questions.
DISCUSSION AND FUTURE WORK
PMI max can be used in various applications that require word similarity measures. However, we are more interested in combining PMI max with distributional similarity in the area of semantic acquisition from text because this direction is not yet explored. We start our discussion by looking at an example, the top 50 most similar words for the noun "car" generated by PPMIC.
train, automobile, boat, wagon, carriage, engine, vehicle, motor, truck, coach, cab, wheel, ship, machine, cart, locomotive, chariot, canoe, vessel, craft, horse, bus, auto, driver, sleigh, gun, launch, taxi, buggy, barge, yacht, ambulance, passenger, freight, box, round, plane, trolley, station, team, street, track, window, rider, chair, mule, elevator, bicycle, door, shaft
The example shows that, as a state-of-the-art distributional similarity, PPMIC has an amazing ability to find the concepts that are functionality or utility similar to "car." These concepts, such as "train," "boat," "carriage," "vehicle," are typically neighboring concepts of "car" in a taxonomy structure such as WordNet. In contrast, PMI max , as illustrated in the "car" example in Fig. 3 , can only find synonymous concepts and "siblings" concepts (e.g., "train" and "truck") but miss the "cousin" concepts (e.g., "boat" and "carriage"). This is because PMI similarity measures the degree that two concepts tend to co-occur over the exactly same contexts. "Boat" and "carriage" are missing because only a small proportion of contexts of "car" relates it to watercraft or archaic vehicles. Seemingly not as powerful as distributional similarity, PMI similarity provides a very useful complement to it.
There are many potential applications. Below, we suggest two directions related to automatic thesaurus or ontology generation. First, we could devise an improved approach for high-precision automatic thesaurus generation by taking intersection of the candidate lists generated by PMI max and a state-of-the-art distributional similarity, such as PPMIC. For example, the intersection of two top-50 candidate lists generated by PMI max and PPMIC for "car" includes: train, automobile, engine, vehicle, motor, truck, wheel, locomotive, auto, driver, taxi, ambulance, passenger, freight, trolley, station, track, elevator, shaft Many inappropriate distributional similar terms like "boat" and correlational similar terms like "chauffeur" are filtered out by the intersection. This makes synonyms, for example "auto," have higher ranks in the resulting candidate list than either of the parent lists.
The second application is more interesting and challenging. We know that distributional similarity can find neighboring concepts of the target word in a taxonomy. A subsequent question on the course is how we could classify these concepts into different clusters corresponding to the "sibling," "parent," and "cousin" sets in a taxonomy. This is an largely unsolved problem in ontology learning from text that the combination of PMI max and distributional similarity can help address.
For example, of the 50 most distributional similar words of "car," which are most likely to be classified together with "boat"? A simple approach is to take the intersection of two top 50 candidate lists generated by PPMIC and PMI max for "car" and "boat," respectively. 10 The results for "boat" and several other examples obtained this way are shown in Fig. 5 . The words that can be classified with "boat" include its "sibling" concepts (conveyances on water) and "parent" concepts (vessel, craft) but no "cousin" concepts (conveyances on land). Similarly, the intersection list for "carriage" includes archaic vehicles and rejects modern ones. Although in the example of "chariot," "car" appears in the list, it is due to a different sense of "car." 11 This shows that polysemy of words can add even more complexity to this problem. Regarding to identifying the "parent" set, common words can be good cues. For example, "boat" and "ship" have the common word "vessel" whereas "carriage," "chariot," and "truck" share the words "vehicle" and "wheel." This suggests that "boat" and "ship" may have parent "vessel" while "carriage," "chariot," and "truck" may have parent "vehicle" or "wheel." This also implies that in the time of Gutenberg corpus, about 80 years ago, "vehicle" cannot be used to describe "boat" or "ship." We confirm this hypothesis by checking our gold standard, Putnam's Word Book, in which "vehicle" is shown as a synonym for "car," "cart," "wagon" and other conveyances on land but not for "boat" and "ship," for which "vessel" is used instead. As another example, the word "horse" is only associated with "carriage" and "chariot," which implies that they are historical vehicles powered by a "horse."
CONCLUSION
In this paper, we described the characteristics of PMI as a measure of semantic similarity for words, and directly compared it with distributional similarity. We developed a new metric, PMI max , by augmenting traditional PMI to take into account the number senses that a word has. We experimentally showed that PMI max outperforms PMI in automatic thesaurus generation and on benchmark data sets for human similarity ratings and TOEFL synonym questions. PMI max also gives, among corpus-based approaches, the highest correlation coefficient of 0.856 for the MillerCharles data set based on 27 pairs.
Our experiments have demonstrated that PMI need not rely on web search engine data or an information retrieval index to be effective in a range of semantic tasks. Compared with distributional similarity, PMI is a lightweight measure, though it requires a larger corpus to be effective. With the vast amount of data available today, data sparseness, becomes a much less severe issue than 20 years ago when Church and Hanks popularized the use of PMI in computational linguistics. We anticipate that PMI and PMI max will play an important role in lexical semantic applications in the future. 10. The target word is also included in its candidate list and the words in the intersection are ranked by their orders in the PPMIC list.
11. The original meaning of car is similar to "chariot"; however, this sense is missing in WordNet.
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